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Abstract - Now-a-days product reviews are becoming 

more valuable for the upcoming buyers to help them to 

make their right decisions to take the products in E-

commerce websites. Recently, the Deep learning playing 

a major role in solving the problem related to sentiment 

classification. A neural network will be useful to 

represent automatically without human efforts. 

However, deep learning play’s role on the highly relies 

that available in the large-scale training data set.  We 

have implemented a novel deep learning framework for 

the product review analysis. With the help of wireless 

technology, the internet becomes a valuable place for 

online learning, exchanging ideas, reviews for a product 

or service. Reviews in the internet could be in millions for 

a product or services which make it difficult to track and 

understand customer opinions. Sentiment analysis is an 

emerging area of research to extract the subjective 

information in source materials. In this paper, we have 

demonstrated a novel deep learning framework for the 

product review analysis. 

 

Index Terms - Sentiment Analysis, Naive Bayes 

classifiers, Conventional Neural Networks. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

 

The e-commerce was booming very fast throughout 

the world, people are more attracted to online 

shopping and are writing comments about their 

purchase experiences on merchant/review Websites. 

Comments contains valuable information for both 

customers to take decision and also merchants for 

improving their products and/or service. The volume 

of reviews grows fastly, and people have to face a 

severe conflict issue. To solve this problem, we have 

many opinion techniques that have been came into the 

picture, we can take an example as opinion 

summarization, the key challenge is tell us that how to 

predict the exact reviews. “I bought the mattress a  

week ago, and a valley appeared today”. As pointed 

out in this is also an important form of opinions. 

Factual information is usually more helpful than 

subjective feelings. Lexicon-based methods can only 

deal with implicit opinions in an ad-hoc way. The 

Machine learning classification will work on the 

popular algorithms such as Naive Bayes. After that, 

most research in this direction turns around the feature 

engineering for better understanding the classification 

performance of the sentiment analysis. Various 

features have been coming into the picture, e.g., Part-

of-speech (POS) information and relations, etc. 

Another advantage is that deep models have very 

strong expressive power than shallow models. 

Labeling a large number of sentences is very 

laborious.  

 

There are two main contributions of this paper are 

summarized as follows:  

1. We propose a new deep learning framework 

WDE which can have the vast amount of weakly 

labeled review sentences for sentiment analysis.  

2. Other is a general neural network architecture for 

WDE and instantiate it by two popular neural 

network schemes for modeling text data: CNN 

and LSTM. We compare WDE-CNN and WDE-

LSTM in terms of their effectiveness, efficiency 

and specialties on this sentiment classification 

task. 

Sentiment Analysis procedure is taken out in different 

stages in the primary stage, information is gathered by 

utilizing APIs of web-based social networking locales 

or sites identified with a specific domain. In Second 

stage, the unstructured information is changed over 

into an organized structure by performing trans-

literation or by evacuating immaterial and noisy 

content which is not helpful for distinguishing 

emotion. In Sentiment detection stage, computation 
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assignments are executed to distinguish and remove 

the supposition or assessment from the word-based 

dataset. The 4th stage, i.e., Sentiment classification 

arranges each emotional sentence into classification 

bunches by utilizing lexicon based, ML, hybrid 

techniques or deep learning etc. In this stage, the 

classified groups recognized can be additionally 

characterized into various states of mind like energy, 

bliss, delight, distress so on. Although most of the E- 

Shopping websites, movie review sites determine the 

strength of the sentiment at the global level of the 

classification analysis. 

 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

M. Hu, and B. Liu applied a novelty approach for 

product customer review. Author worked by mining 

product features customer comment; understand 

review opinion sentence and classify it +ve or -ve and 

summarized the results effective.[1]. Yang Liu  et al. 

performed sentiment analysis of sentences with 

modality from the reviews of four different products 

to explain the effectiveness of the proposed method. 

Author presented work using support vector machine 

and noticed important features to determine the 

sentiment orientation of sentences [2]. Daniel 

Graziotin and Miikka Kuutila carried review with 

principal of text mining and qualitative coding and 

analyzed 6,996 papers from Scopus. Author noticed 

public opinion analysis at the beginning of 20th century 

and in the text subjectivity analysis performed by the 

computational linguistics community in 1990’s. 

Consequently, 99% of the papers have been published 

after 2004. Sentiment analysis papers are scattered to 

multiple publication venues, and the combined 

number of papers in the top-15 venues only represent 

ca. 30% of the papers in total. Author presented the 

top-20 cited papers from Google Scholar and Scopus 

and a taxonomy of research topics.[3] Andrew L. 

Maas et al. presented a model with unsupervised and 

supervised techniques to find out word vectors 

capturing semantic term–document information as 

well as rich sentiment content. The proposed model 

can leverage both continuous and multi-dimensional 

sentiment information as well as non-sentiment 

annotations for sentiment classification. Author also 

introduced a large dataset of movie reviews to serve as 

a more robust benchmark [4]. F. Benamara et al. 

proposed an AAC-based sentiment analysis technique 

that uses a linguistic analysis of adverbs of degree. 

Three specific AAC scoring methods are presented. 

Results of experiments on an annotated set of 200 

news articles and compared algorithms with existing   

sentiment analysis algorithms found higher accuracy 

based on Pearson correlation with human subjects 

[5].Pang B, Lee L et al. proposed a novel machine-

learning method determine this sentiment polarity, that 

applies text-categorization techniques. Extracting 

these portions can be implemented using efficient 

techniques for finding minimum cuts in graphs; this 

greatly facilitates incorporation of cross-sentence 

contextual constraints [6]. 

 

III.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

In this we have implemented a framework to review 

the sentence sentiment of the classification. It treats 

review ratings to train deep neural networks. We can 

take example as a 5-stars scale we can see the rating. 

Detailed flow of work is shown in Fig 1. Architecture 

of Product Review Sentiment Analysis 

 
 

Fig 1. Architecture of Product Review Sentiment 

Analysis 

1. Admin will perform process with the upload 

products and view the ordered details and ordered 

products. 

2. Both Admin and User can see the previous 

reviews and Ratings of the products that were 

purchased by the previous customers or users. 

3. After purchasing the product, the user will give 

the review and ratings based on the sentiment 

analysis. 

4. Admin will get the Reviews and Ratings upon 

completion of order purchased by the user. 
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IV.IMPLEMENTATION 

 

For implementation we have used naïve Bayes 

Classifier. Naive Bayes classifiers are highly scalable, 

requiring a number of parameters linear in the number 

of variables (features/predictors) in a learning 

problem. The project involved analyzing the design of 

few applications so as to make the application more 

users friendly. It is important to keep the navigations 

from one screen to the other well-ordered and at the 

same time reducing the amount of typing. Data used in 

this paper is a set of product reviews and ratings that 

is collected from Amazon, Flip Kart and other E-

commerce websites between February and April 2021. 

To implement this, we used software’s i.e. 

1. Python 

2. MySQL 

3. MySQL Client 

4. Django 

5. WampServer 

Admin can login into the website and can check the 

details of the products list, Top Products and also 

rating of the products are shown in Fig.2 Admin Login 

Page 

Fig.2 Admin Login Page 

Admin can analysis the Category wise ratings and can 

view every product review and ratings is shown in 

Fig.3 Sentiment Based Analysis of User Rating 

 

Fig3.Sentiment Based Analysis of User Rating 

Admin can view Category wise rating Analysis is 

shown in Fig.4 Category wise rating Analysis.  

Fig.4 Category wise rating Analysis 

Before user get login to the website, he needs to 

register. After user gets registered, application allows 

access to the page in shown in Fig.5User Registration 

Page 

 
Fig.5User Registration Page 

User can able to view the reviews and ratings   of each 

products and can choose the product is shown in 

Fig.6Review and Rating Page 

Fig.6Review and Rating Page 
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User can also have the access the graph that contains 

product review and rating sentiment analysis of the 

classification which helps to choose the product and 

order. 

Fig7 graph that contain product review and rating 

sentiment analysis classification 

 

V.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE: 

 

In this paper we have proposed a novel deep learning 

framework name as the Weakly- supervised for review 

sentence sentiment classification. Deep neural 

networks are helpful to give the rating information of 

reviews. In our work we have included a framework 

that helps to train the data set and gives the correct 

result of the product. Sentiment analysis analyzes the 

people attitude, or emotions towards various entities. 

For future work, we can plan to investigate how to 

combine different methods to generate better 

prediction performance. There is a scope to apply 

WDE on other problems involving weak labels by 

collecting data from various E-commerce websites. 
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